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Details of Visit:

Author: adwintle
Location 2: Canary Wharf
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 13 Aug 2010 1200
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.kiss69.co.uk
Phone: 07729711809

The Premises:

Very nice apartment in new luxury development next to South Quay station. Very safe and secure -
only slight fly in the ointment is that it's a concierge-served building and he insists on taking your
name and ringing ahead. Astonishing views of London from her balcony.

The Lady:

Slim Chinese girl in her mid-30s. Not a stunner but a lovely (and very ready) smile and a dancer's
body. Small tits with very responsive little nipples and a semi-shaved bush. Jennifer is intelligent
with pretty good English, and very chatty.

The Story:

I visited Jennifer after suddenly finding myself at a loose end in work and picking a girl from the
other site almost at random - she had no problems at all with the short notice and was friendly and
chatty on the phone.

After getting past the bloody concierge - who gave no hint he knew what was going on at least - I
was greeted at her apartment door by Jennifer in very nice lingerie and heels. After a quick chat
(she's just moved to this apartment and had had problems with just about every moment of the
process) she offered me my choice of tea, beer, or a soft drink, we sorted out the money, and got
down to it. That sounds a bit abrupt and cold I realise, but it was all done very naturally and almost
before I knew what was going on, we were in a passionate embrace.

What followed was a genuine GFE - a long, passionate kissing session as we undressed each
other, followed by OWO, reverse oral, and sex in a variety of positions.

Jennifer certainly throws herself into her work and gleefully responded to each new position I
suggested. Round one ended and I was absolutely knackered from those exertions and after
cleaning me up and quite tenderly towelling me down she suggested a massage, which I gratefully
accepted. We chatted as easily as old friends as she administered this and when she flipped me
over and started a slow gentle HJ I realised I was more than ready for round 2 - this she started by
grinding her pubes into my cock, a new and surprisingly erotic sensation, accompanied with more
gentle kissing and a slow buildup to an amazing oral session with me finishing in her mouth.
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We still had time left at the end and so just fell to chatting while lying in each others arms before we
both realised we'd gone on quite a bit past the end of the allotted time - definitely no clockwatching
anywhere here...

All in all a fantastic punt, even though my joints were aching the next day :)
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